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Heterochromatin imparts regional, promoter-independent repression of genes and is epigenetically heritable.
Understanding how silencing achieves this regional repression is a fundamental problem in genetics and
development. Current models of yeast silencing posit that Sir proteins, recruited by transcription factors bound to
the silencers, spread throughout the silenced region. To test this model directly at high resolution, we probed the
silenced chromatin architecture by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) followed by next-generation se-
quencing (ChIP-seq) of Sir proteins, histones, and a key histone modification, H4K16-acetyl. These analyses
revealed that Sir proteins are strikingly concentrated at and immediately adjacent to the silencers, with lower
levels of enrichment over the promoters at HML and HMR, the critical targets for transcriptional repression.
The telomeres also showed discrete peaks of Sir enrichment yet a continuous domain of hypoacetylated histone
H4K16. Surprisingly, ChIP-seq of cross-linked chromatin revealed a distribution of nucleosomes at silenced loci
that was similar to Sir proteins, whereas native nucleosome maps showed a regular distribution throughout
silenced loci, indicating that cross-linking captured a specialized chromatin organization imposed by Sir proteins.
This specialized chromatin architecture observed in yeast informs the importance of a steric contribution to
regional repression in other organisms.
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Eukaryotic cells exhibit many different scales of genetic
regulation. The most thoroughly understood examples
include mechanisms of promoter-dependent activation
and repression of individual genes. At the other extreme,
entire chromosomes are subject to a common regulatory
influence, such as mechanisms of dosage compensation
of sex chromosomes (Meyer 2010; Conrad and Akhtar
2012; Jeon et al. 2012). At intermediate scales, hetero-
chromatin facilitates regional, promoter-independent re-
pression either constitutively, as in the pericentric re-
gions of chromosomes in many species, or in a facultative
fashion, such as repression of Hox genes by Polycomb
group proteins in Drosophila (Ringrose and Paro 2004).

There are four key features of heterochromatic repres-
sion essential to its role in genetic regulation: (1) its
nucleation, (2) the mechanism of apparent spreading, (3)
the mechanism of transcriptional repression, and (4) the
mechanism of its epigenetic inheritance. Understanding
the first two features of heterochromatin, its ability to
nucleate from a specific site and its ability to then spread
to create larger areas of regional repression, is critical to

understanding the other two features. Formally, the appar-
ent spreading of repression could occur through two
classes of mechanisms: (1) physical spreading of chroma-
tin-associating proteins or histone marks from the nucle-
ation site to the distal sites of repression or (2) ‘‘action at
a distance,’’ where the nucleation site interacts with the
distal sites of repression through long-range and poten-
tially stochastic transient interactions. The function of
heterochromatin in many organisms depends on an in-
terplay between noncoding RNA, enzymes that modify
nucleosomes, and proteins that recognize and bind those
modifications (Beisel and Paro 2011). In Saccharomyces,
the silenced chromatin at HML, HMR (the silenced mating
type loci), and telomeres bear all of the hallmarks of
classically defined heterochromatin yet achieve the four
features of heterochromatin with no contribution from
noncoding RNA (Grunstein and Gasser 2013). Hence, this
example offers the opportunity to address fundamental
mechanisms with one less layer of complexity.
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The silent mating loci in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
harbor unexpressed copies of the mating type alleles that
contain the same promoters as the actively transcribed
alleles of the MAT locus (Hicks et al. 1979; Rine et al.
1979). Repression at the silent mating loci is due to the
nucleation and spreading of the Sir complex. The nucle-
ation of silenced chromatin formation at HML and HMR
is achieved by the E and I silencers, which are specific
DNA sequences that flank both loci and contain binding
sites for the widely acting transcriptional activators Abf1
and/or Rap1 as well as the origin recognition complex
(ORC), the initiation factor for DNA replication common
to all eukaryotes (Brand et al. 1985; Rusche et al. 2003).
These nucleation sites recruit the Sir proteins, which,
through modification and subsequent binding to histone
tails of nucleosomes, constitute silenced chromatin. The
mechanism of silencing is at least in part due to steric
occlusion of the transcriptional machinery from their
recognition sequences in silenced chromatin (Singh and
Klar 1992; Loo and Rine 1994; Chen and Widom 2005; Gao
and Gross 2008).

Sir1 is recruited to the silencers through direct binding
to ORC (Triolo and Sternglanz 1996; Zhang et al. 2002;
Hou 2005), facilitating the subsequent recruitment of
Sir4–Sir2 dimers and Sir3, which also bind to Rap1 and
Abf1 (Ghidelli et al. 2001; Hoppe et al. 2002; Chen et al.
2011). Sir2, the founding member of the Sirtuin family
conserved throughout eukaryotes, is an NAD-dependent
histone deacetylase that deacetylates the N-terminal tail
of histone H4 on Lys16 (Imai et al. 2000; Landry et al.
2000; Smith et al. 2000). The deacetylase activity of Sir2
is necessary for silencing (Tanny et al. 1999; Imai et al.
2000). Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) studies
have shown Sir2, Sir3, and Sir4 to be enriched throughout
the silenced domain at HML and HMR (Hoppe et al. 2002;
Rusche et al. 2002). Sir3 has a higher affinity for deacety-
lated tails of histone H4 than for acetylated tails (Johnson
et al. 2009; Martino et al. 2009). These observations and
others have led to a widely adopted model for how Sir
proteins appear to spread throughout a silenced domain:
Following nucleation of a Sir protein complex at the
silencers, Sir2 deacetylates histone tails of adjacent nucle-
osomes, creating new high-affinity binding sites for addi-
tional Sir protein complexes. Iterative rounds of deacety-
lation followed by recruitment of additional Sir protein
complexes leads to spreading of repression across the
silenced locus. Boundary elements, best defined at HMR,
restrict silencing to one side of the boundary, prevent-
ing aberrant Sir spreading into euchromatin (Donze and
Kamakaka 2001; Oki and Kamakaka 2005).

Sir2, Sir3, and Sir4 also mediate telomere position
effects in Saccharomyces, causing genes positioned near
telomeres to be stochastically expressed or repressed
(Gottschling et al. 1990). Telomeres in S. cerevisiae con-
sist of tandem repeats of sequences produced by telome-
rase and other telomere-associated sequences, referred to
as X elements or Y9 elements (Louis 1995). Studies have
reported considerable variation in the silencing capacity
among telomeres. At natural telomeres, silencing is more
pronounced directly next to the X elements, diminishing

substantially within a few kilobase pairs or less (Fourel
et al. 1999; Pryde and Louis 1999; Takahashi et al. 2011).
In contrast, studies of silencing at synthetic telomeres,
especially with overexpression of Sir3, have indicated
a more extensive domain of silencing (Gottschling et al.
1990; Hecht et al. 1996; Radman-Livaja et al. 2011).

Classic chromatin mapping studies at HML and HMR
have identified well-positioned nucleosomes at the silent
mating type loci, with the silencers being nucleosome-free,
reflecting their occupancy by ORC, Abf1, and/or Rap1
(Weiss and Simpson 1998; Ravindra et al. 1999; Henikoff
et al. 2011). In contrast to the regular distribution of
nucleosomes in silenced chromatin, limited higher-
resolution ChIP followed by next-generation sequencing
(referred to throughout this study as ChIP-seq) studies
revealed less homogeneous distributions of individual Sir
proteins than suggested by prior methods and by the
model for Sir protein spreading (Zill et al. 2010; Radman-
Livaja et al. 2011; Li et al. 2013). To provide a definitive
assessment of the silenced chromatin architecture as
revealed by Sir protein distributions at HML, HMR, and
telomeres and across the genome, we performed high-
resolution ChIP-seq analysis of Sir2, Sir3, Sir4, and a
catalytically inactive Sir2 and an evaluation of the distri-
bution of nucleosomes and acetylated H4K16. At this high
resolution, we found that the Sir proteins had a strikingly
heterogeneous and highly reproducible pattern of enrich-
ment at the HML and HMR loci, with the lowest apparent
level of enrichment paradoxically over the promoter re-
gions that are the targets of the silencing mechanism. In
contrast, H4K16 hypoacetylation was homogeneous across
the silenced loci. An integrated suite of chromatin analy-
ses revealed a molecular topography of Sir proteins that
suggested the existence of a chromatin superstructure at
both HML and HMR, which provided insight into the
steric dimension of the mechanism of silencing.

Results

Sir proteins showed heterogeneous distribution
at HML and HMR

To characterize the chromatin positions occupied by the
Sir proteins more precisely than previously possible, we
performed ChIP-seq of myc-tagged Sir2, Sir3, and Sir4.
Chromatin that was not immunoprecipitated, the input
chromatin, was also sequenced, providing a baseline
reference for the immunoprecipitated sample. Based on
previous ChIP-qPCR and ChIP–chip results, we expected
a homogenous distribution of Sir proteins across HML and
HMR (Hoppe et al. 2002; Rusche et al. 2002). However
the picture at both loci was more complex than expected.
As anticipated, Sir proteins were enriched at the E and the I
silencers well above the genome-wide median (Fig. 1).
Enrichment at these positions presumably reflects Sir2,
Sir3, and Sir4 association with Rap1, Abf1, ORC, and Sir1.
The most striking enrichment for all three Sir proteins was
immediately internal to each of the silencers, correspond-
ing to the well-positioned nucleosomes adjacent to the
silencers at HMR and HML (Weiss and Simpson 1998;
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Ravindra et al. 1999). However, the pattern of Sir protein
enrichment appeared to be more heterogeneous than
expected throughout the rest of the loci (Fig. 1). The
extent of Sir protein enrichment at the promoter re-
gions of HML and HMR and at the a1 ORF was somewhat
higher than the signal from the input chromatin yet was
much lower than the enrichment at the silencers and
at positions immediately adjacent to the silencers. This
striking quantitative difference was surprising given
that the promoters of HML and HMR are the critical
targets of silencing.

In addition to the peaks associated with the silencers
and the adjacent nucleosomes, we observed a third large
peak of Sir protein enrichment at both HML and HMR.
At HML, this third peak was in the middle of the locus,
centered approximately over the Ya and Z1 border,
corresponding to the HO endonuclease recognition se-
quence cleaved by HO to facilitate mating type switching
(Strathern et al. 1982). This peak of Sir protein enrichment
was consistent with genetic evidence of a protosilencer
element that stabilizes Sir protein association within HML
independently of the E and I silencers, possibly involving
interactions between Rap1 bound to the promoter and Sir
proteins (Cheng and Gartenberg 2000). At HMR, the third
peak of enrichment of Sir proteins was immediately to
the right of the locus and corresponded to the tRNA-Thr
gene that serves as a boundary element for the silenced
domain at HMR (Donze and Kamakaka 2001; Li et al.
2013). A slight increase in nonspecific binding of the tRNA
gene to the anti-myc beads was evident in the immuno-
precipitated sample from cells lacking any myc-tagged
proteins (Fig. 1, top right panel). However, this enrichment

was minor compared with the Sir protein enrichment and
is thoroughly documented and discussed in a report on
nonspecific ChIP-seq enrichment (Teytelman et al. 2013).
The left side of HMR also exhibited a discrete boundary for
enrichment of all three Sir proteins directly to the left of
the ORC-, Abf1-, and Rap1-binding sites in the E silencer
(Fig. 1, right panels). This discrete decrease in Sir protein
enrichment was in contrast to reporter assays showing
the silenced domain to extend ;500 base pairs (bp) to the
left of HMR-E (Donze et al. 1999).

Consistent with genetic studies of HML and unlike the
discrete boundary for Sir protein enrichment at HMR,
enrichment at HML was continuous for >15 kb from the
left telomere of chromosome III to HML (Supplemental
Fig. S1). Curiously, the extent of enrichment oscillated
with a period of ;1 kb. This extended domain of Sir
protein enrichment corresponded to the extended domain
of telomeric silencing between the telomere and HML
and was also consistent with lower-resolution ChIP–chip
studies of Sir proteins (Hecht et al. 1996; Lieb et al. 2001).
Additionally, to the right of HML-I, Sir protein enrich-
ment was evident for ;1 kb, although the level of enrich-
ment was lower than within or to the left of HML (Fig. 1).
Further to the right, there was no detectable enrichment.
Together, these data supported earlier suggestions of a
lack of a clear boundary for silencing on the telomere-
proximal side of HML (Bi et al. 1999) and the lack of a
distinct boundary element on the centromere-proximal
side of HML (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1) and established
distinct structural differences between the silenced
chromatin in and near HML and the more discrete domain
at HMR.

Figure 1. Sir protein ChIP-seq of sonicated chromatin
showed heterogeneous distribution at HML and HMR.
ChIP-seq of formaldehyde cross-linked chromatin
sheared by sonication was performed on a no-tag control
sample and on strains with Sir2, Sir3, or Sir4 tagged with
the 13xmyc epitope. The left panel shows 6 kb centered
on HML (Chr. III coordinates 10,000–16,000), and the
right panel shows 5 kb around HMR (Chr. III coordinates
291,793–296,793). Tick marks denote 1-kb increments.
Salient features are shown below for each locus: The
red rectangles denote the silencers, as defined in the
Saccharomyces Genome Database; black bars within the
red rectangles indicate the binding sites for ORC, Rap1,
or Abf1; blue arrows denote the ORFs; and the yellow
box denotes the position of the tRNA-Thr. The purple
boxes show the W, X, Y, and Z regions (as defined in
Nasmyth and Tatchell 1980). The distribution of
sequence reads for the immunoprecipitate (IP) for each
sample is shown in black, and the sequence reads from
the input chromatin for that sample are in gray. The
Y-axis units are sequencing reads normalized to the
genome-wide median for that sample. To facilitate accu-
rate and unambiguous mapping of the sequence reads to
both HML and HMR, the MAT locus was deleted. Still,
some reads could not be uniquely mapped because the
X region is identical between HML and HMR. However,
there were reads within the X region whose paired-end
read mapped uniquely to either HML or HMR, indicating
that Sir proteins were at both X regions.

Yeast silenced chromatin topography
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The genome-wide reproducibility between the immu-
noprecipitated samples from a biological replicate of
each of the Sir proteins showed high correlation between
each biological replicate: 0.920, 0.989, and 0.964 for Sir2,
Sir3, and Sir4, respectively. Additionally, the pattern from
one Sir protein was nearly indistinguishable from that of
the others, emphasizing the robustness of this surpris-
ingly complex topography (Fig. 1). Thus, the features of
chromatin responsible for this pattern were robust and
highly reproducible.

Chromatin structures can impact the efficiency of
fragmentation by sonication, especially of silenced chro-
matin, as we discovered previously and as can be seen
in the input chromatin distribution (Teytelman et al.
2009). To provide an independent assessment of this un-
expected distribution of Sir proteins and as a further
control for fragmentation bias, we employed a different
method of chromatin fragmentation to characterize the
distribution of Sir proteins. Specifically, Sir protein chro-
matin association was evaluated through ChIP-seq of Sir
proteins with cross-linked chromatin that was digested
to mononucleosomes with micrococcal nuclease (MNase)
rather than sonicated, as above. Additionally, to ensure
that the extended cross-linking time often used to capture
chromatin-associating proteins that do not directly bind
DNA did not influence the topology observed, we used a
more limited, 15-min cross-linking time for the following
MNase preparations.

At the level of mononucleosomes, Sir proteins appeared
to be primarily associated with the nucleosomes adjacent
to the silencers (Fig. 2). The extent of enrichment of Sir
proteins at the silencers in the MNase-treated chromatin
was somewhat lower than their enrichment as assayed

with sonicated chromatin. At this higher resolution, Sir3
and Sir4 at HMR-E showed more association with the
silencer than did Sir2, likely reflecting the directness of
the interaction between Sir3, Rap1, and Abf1 (Chen
et al. 2011) and between Sir4, Sir1, and Rap1 (Triolo and
Sternglanz 1996). At mononucleosome resolution, the
peak of enrichment at HML internal to the silencers and
adjacent nucleosomes was resolved into distinct fea-
tures: a single peak and a double peak (Fig. 2, left panels).
The double peak over the Ya–Z1 border is consistent
with the previously described tightly packed nucleosome
pair over the HO recognition site (Weiss and Simpson
1998). The single peak possibly reflected protein associa-
tion with the internal protosilencer element that stabi-
lizes Sir protein associations within HML (Cheng and
Gartenberg 2000).

The third peak at HMR at the tRNA gene resolved into
three peaks of Sir protein association. Two peaks cor-
responded to nucleosomes on either side of the tRNA
gene flanking a third distinct peak of enrichment directly
over the tRNA gene, which is nucleosome-free (Oki and
Kamakaka 2005). There, the Sir proteins formed stable
associations with nonnucleosomal factors that bound the
tRNA gene, as discussed below. The paradoxical paucity
of Sir enrichment over the promoters at both HML and
HMR was even more evident than in the sonicated
chromatin data (Fig. 2). (The MNase ChIP no-tag sample
also showed low nonspecific binding to the myc beads,
as did the sonication no-tag sample.) Thus, two inde-
pendent chromatin preparation methods clearly demon-
strated that the unusual pattern of enrichment of Sir
proteins in silenced chromatin was a fundamental prop-
erty of silenced chromatin rather than an artifact of either

Figure 2. Sir protein ChIP-seq at HML and HMR on
cross-linked chromatin digested with MNase. The left

panel shows 6 kb centered on HML (Chr. III coordi-
nates 10,000–16,000), and the right panel shows 5 kb
around HMR (Chr. III coordinates 291,793–296,793).
Tick marks denote 1-kb increments. Salient features
are as in Figure 1. The distribution of sequence reads
for the immunoprecipitate (IP) for each sample is
shown as a black line, and the sequence reads from
the input chromatin for that sample are shown as
a gray line. To better define the peaks to nucleosome
resolution, trimming of the reads was performed with
nucleR (Flores and Orozco 2011).
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method of analysis. Importantly, the greater resolution of
the mononucleosome analysis highlighted what appeared
to be positions at which the nucleosomes lacked Sir
proteins. As discussed below, this appearance resulted
from a property of a chromatin superstructure in the
domain of silenced chromatin.

H4K16 was hypoacetylated across silent mating
type loci

Sir2, an NAD-dependent histone deacetylase, acts on
lysines on the N-terminal tails of histones H3 and H4,
creating high-affinity binding sites for Sir3 and Sir4
(Grunstein and Gasser 2013). This hypoacetylation,
especially of H4K16-acetyl, is a key feature of silenced
chromatin in yeast (Johnson et al. 1990; Park and Szostak
1990). Thus, we tested whether the distribution of hypo-
acetylated H4K16 was homogeneous across silenced loci
or exhibited the uneven distribution of the Sir2 deace-
tylase. ChIP-seq analysis of the distribution of H4K16
acetylation revealed that H4K16 was uniformly hypo-
acetylated across HML and HMR (Fig. 3). Additionally,
H4K16 hypoacetylation was apparent for the entire left
end of Chromosome III, from the telomere to HML (Fig.
3A). Thus, although Sir2 exhibited a complex pattern of
enrichment at positions across HML and HMR, the con-
sequence of its catalytic activity, H4K16 hypoacetylation,
was more uniformly distributed across these loci than
were the apparent distributions of the Sir proteins them-
selves (Fig. 3B).

Sir proteins showed discrete enrichment at natural
telomeres

Given the surprising discrepancy between the heteroge-
neous Sir protein distribution and the larger, more homo-
geneous H4K16 hypoacetylation, we determined whether
this difference applied to the other major class of Sir
silenced loci: the chromatin of telomeres. S. cerevisiae
has telomeres of two structural classes: those containing
just an X element (X), and those with both an X element
and a Y9 element (X–Y9). The X element contains the core
X, where ORC and Abf1 bind, as well as the subtelomeric

repeat sequence. Y9 elements contain an ORF that encodes
a protein with sequence similarity with helicases. At telo-
meres that contain only an X element, the X element
is adjacent to the telomerase-generated telomeric repeats,
where Rap1 binds. At telomeres that contain both a Y9

element and X element, the X element is immediately
centromere-proximal to the Y9 element, which is adjacent
to the telomeric repeats (Fig. 4; Louis 1995). We examined
enrichment of all three Sir proteins at an X-element
telomere (TELXVL) and an X–Y9 telomere (TELVIIIR). Sir
protein enrichment was in discrete peaks, similar to the
large peaks at the silencers at HML and HMR, rather than
a continuous gradient of Sir protein association expected
from the studies of telomere position effects with the
synthetic telomeres (Gottschling et al. 1990). At the
X-element telomere, enrichment of all three Sir pro-
teins overlapped and was coincident with both the Rap1-
binding site array in the telomeric repeats and the ORC-
and Abf1-binding sites within the core X (Fig. 4A). These
binding patterns were consistent with the reported silenc-
ing capacity of natural telomeres, which is primarily
evident immediately adjacent to the X element (Fourel
et al. 1999; Pryde and Louis 1999). Similar Sir protein
distributions were also seen at the Y9 telomere, where
enrichment was concentrated at two discrete regions: at
the sites of the telomeric repeats and at the X element.
No Sir protein enrichment was observed within the Y9

region (Fig. 4A). These enrichment patterns were con-
sistent with the URA3 reporter gene not being silenced
when inserted within the Y9 element (Pryde and Louis
1999) and with previous studies that found little Sir protein
enrichment within the Y9 element (Zhu and Gustafsson
2009; Zill et al. 2010).

Next, we compared the distribution of H4K16-acetyl,
a mark imparted by the histone acetyltransferase Sas2,
with the restricted Sir protein enrichment at the natural
telomeres (Suka et al. 2001; Kimura et al. 2002). Interest-
ingly, similar to the theme at the silenced mating type
loci, the region of H4K16 hypoacetylation was much
larger than the region of Sir protein enrichment (Fig.
4C,D). At the X-element telomere, H4K16 was hypoacety-
lated for ;3 kb inward from the end of the chromosome,

Figure 3. H4K16 was hypoacetylated
throughout HML and at HMR. ChIP-seq of
sonicated sheared chromatin against H4K16-
acetyl from the left telomere of Chromo-
some III through HML (A) and 20 kb centered
around HMR (B). (A) HML from the E to the
I silencer (chromosomal coordinates 11,146–
14,849) is shown as a shaded pink box. (B)
HMR from the E to the I silencers (chro-
mosomal coordinates 292,388–295,034) is
shown as a shaded pink box. The X-axis
represents chromosomal position in 5-kb
increments. The distribution of sequence
reads for the immunoprecipitate for each
sample is shown in black, and the sequence
reads from the input chromatin for that sam-
ple are in gray.
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but Sir protein enrichment was limited to 1 kb from the
end (Fig. 4B). This extended domain of H4K16 hypoacet-
ylation was even more apparent at X–Y9 telomeres with
hypoacetylation extending throughout the Y9 element,
although without Sir protein enrichment in this region
(Fig. 4D). The nucleosome distribution at telomeres is
needed to interpret the H4K16-acetyl signal. For example,
telomeric repeats and the core X showed extremely low
coverage in the H4K16-acetyl immunoprecipitate not
because the nucleosomes there were hypoacetylated but
rather because these areas are nucleosome-free (Loney
et al. 2009; Zhu and Gustafsson 2009). However, the
amount of H4K16-acetyl immunoprecipitated signal
across the Y9 element was still below the genome-wide
average for this sample and less than the input signal for
this region, indicating that it was hypoacetylated. Addi-
tionally, a well-studied region previously reported to be
acetylated at H4K16, the 39 end of the INO1 gene (Suka
et al. 2002), showed clear H4K16-acetyl enrichment in
the immunoprecipitated chromatin (Fig. 4E), as expected.
The region of H4K16 hypoacetylation was much larger
than the region of Sir protein enrichment. Therefore,
models invoking an antagonism of Sir2 function, such as
a positioned H4K16 acetylase near telomeres, could not

account for the discrete enrichment of Sir proteins at
telomeres.

Restricted Sir3 and Sir4 enrichment in cells lacking
Sir2 catalytic activity

In all previous models of Sir-based silencing, sequential
deacetylation of histone tails was envisioned to create
new binding sites for additional Sir protein complexes
(Grunstein and Gasser 2013). Such models predict that
in the absence of Sir2’s catalytic activity, the distribution
of Sir proteins should be restricted to the sites of initial
recruitment. Previous lower-resolution studies established
that in the sir2N345A mutant, Sir proteins nucleate at the
silencers but do not spread within the locus (Rusche et al.
2002). To distinguish recruitment sites from sites of
secondary occupation, we performed ChIP-seq on myc-
tagged Sir3 and Sir4 in a sir2N345A mutant, which has
an amino acid substitution in the active site of Sir2,
rendering it catalytically inactive but structurally intact
(Imai et al. 2000).

Enrichment of both Sir3 and Sir4 at HML and HMR in
cells lacking Sir2 catalytic activity was overall reduced.
However, enrichment was evident at three of the four

Figure 4. Sir protein enrichment at telomeres was discrete. (A) Enrichment for each of the Sir proteins in sonicated ChIP-seq samples
at an X-element telomere (5-kb TELXVL) (A) and a X–Y9 telomere (10 kb of TELVIIIR) (B). C and D show ChIP-seq of cross-linked and
sonicated chromatin of H4K16-acetyl for TELXVL and TELVIIIR, respectively. Salient features are shown below the X-axis, with
telomeric repeats in green, subtelomeric repeats in dark blue, and the core X in orange. ORFs are blue arrows, and the X and Y9 elements
are underlined. (E) H4K16-acetyl ChIP-seq data for INO1, where the 39 end of the ORF has previously been shown to be acetylated (Suka
et al. 2002). The X-axis tick marks represent 1 kb on all graphs. The immunoprecipitate (IP) samples are in black, and the input samples
are gray. The Y-axis is reported at reads relative to the genome-wide median.
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silencers, confirming that these three silencers could
be considered nucleation sites for the silenced domain
(Fig. 5). Sir3 and Sir4 enrichment was almost completely
absent from HMR-I in the absence of Sir2 function. The
absence of a signal at HMR-I was consistent with genetic
observations that HMR-I is neither necessary nor suffi-
cient for silencing (Rivier et al. 1999) presumably be-
cause, as shown here, HMR-I is unable to nucleate Sir
proteins. The widespread reduction in Sir3 and Sir4
enrichment at internal positions and apparent absence
from others implied that Sir2’s catalytic activity was
necessary for either interactions between Sir3 and Sir4
with nucleosomes at some positions within these loci or
stabilizing these interactions. Interestingly, Sir2’s cata-
lytic activity was not necessary for establishing the Sir3
and Sir4 association at the internal region near the HO
recognition sequence and protosilencer at HML or at the
tRNA gene flanking HMR (Fig. 5). There was also clear
evidence, albeit at slightly lower levels in the sir2N345A
mutant, for some Sir3 and Sir4 occupancy of nucleosomes
internal to the silencers at HML and HMR. These data
suggested that deacetylated H4K16 was not an absolute
requirement for Sir protein enrichment on nucleosomes
at these positions.

Formaldehyde cross-linking captured a unique feature
of silenced chromatin architecture

Because Sir proteins associate with nucleosomes, it was
possible that their binding to nucleosomes disturbed the

underlying nucleosome architecture, explaining the het-
erogeneous distribution of Sir proteins. However, nucleo-
some position has been interrogated extensively in yeast
both globally and specifically at the silent mating type
loci, with no indication of unusual distributions (Weiss
and Simpson 1998; Ravindra et al. 1999; Henikoff et al.
2011). To assess independently whether the previously
reported distribution of nucleosomes applied to our
strains, we used the standard anti-H3 antibody to map
nucleosomes on native chromatin digested with MNase
by ChIP-seq, as others have done. The critical difference
between this analysis and the analysis of Sir protein
ChIP-seq above was that no formaldehyde was needed
due to the tight associations of nucleosomes and DNA.
We found a regular distribution of nucleosomes very
similar to those previously published for both silenced
loci (Fig. 6A). Thus, the heterogeneous distribution of
the Sir proteins could not be explained by a peculiar
distribution of nucleosomes in our strains.

One clear, possible explanation for the discrepancy
between the nucleosome positioning data and Sir protein
enrichment data could be that the use of formaldehyde
cross-linking allowed the Sir protein ChIP-seq procedure
to capture a unique chromatin architecture that was not
preserved on non-cross-linked, native chromatin prepa-
rations. To investigate this possibility, we performed ChIP-
seq against H3 of cross-linked chromatin fragmented by
sonication or MNase digestion. This approach allowed us
to interrogate the potential contribution of formalde-
hyde cross-linking to nucleosome position independently
of the fragmentation method. There were two possible
distributions of H3 from such an experiment that would
be illuminating: (1) If the cross-linked H3 distribution
indicated regularly spaced nucleosomes, as in their native
distribution, then the Sir proteins must occupy only some
of the nucleosomes in the silenced domain. (2) If the
cross-linked H3 distribution were heterogeneous, similar
to the heterogeneous Sir protein distribution, then cross-
linking would cause the specific underrecovery of certain
nucleosome and the proteins bound to them. Unlike the
distribution of H3 in native chromatin, the distribution
of H3 in cross-linked chromatin either sheared by soni-
cation or cleaved by MNase was heterogeneous, qualita-
tively similar to each other, and similar to the Sir protein
distribution (Fig. 6B,C). Most notably, at both HML and
HMR, there were fewer nucleosomes captured in the H3
immunoprecipitate at the promoter region and across a1
and a1, respectively, in cross-linked chromatin than in
the native chromatin (Fig. 6, highlighted by pink shad-
ing), which was especially evident when nucleosome
occupancy was determined by peak calling (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S2). This paucity in nucleosome enrichment in
the cross-linked chromatin coincided precisely with the
positions of the lowest Sir protein enrichment. The lack
of H3 at positions within HML and HMR in the cross-
linked chromatin could not be explained by underrecov-
ery of this chromatin per se because these regions were
well represented in the data from the input chromatin
(Fig. 6, gray lines). The input chromatin trace represented
data from a MNase-seq experiment, which allowed the

Figure 5. Sir3 and Sir4 enrichment in a strain lacking Sir2
catalytic activity revealed nucleation sites. 13xmyc-tagged Sir3
(top) and Sir4 (bottom) enrichment in a sir2N345A mutant shown
at HML (left) and HMR (right). Salient features in the genome are
shown below the X-axis, as above. Values are reported as sequence
reads relative to the genome-wide median for the immunopre-
cipitate (IP; black) and the input (gray). For a reference, the green
track shows the distribution of the Sir3 or Sir4 immunoprecipi-
tate in chromatin from cells with wild-type Sir2, as in Figure 1.
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determination of nucleosome position by patterns of
sequences protected from MNase, further emphasizing
the presence of nucleosomes in this region. Rather, the
‘‘missing nucleosomes’’ resulted from underrecovery due
to position-dependent epitope masking of certain posi-
tions, specifically in the immunoprecipitated chromatin
from cross-linked samples. H3 enrichment was also eval-
uated using the 1-h cross-linking time originally used for
Sir protein preparations (Supplemental Fig. S3). These
samples showed a distribution similar to the 15 min
cross-linking preparations, indicating that varying cross-
linking time did not change the H3 ChIP profile. As
discussed below, it was the inability to detect both H3,
which was present in the native H3 distribution, and Sir
proteins at key positions in cross-linked chromatin that
provided strong evidence that both were there but in an
inaccessible chromatin superstructure that resulted in
epitope masking of both H3 and Sir proteins within the
core promoter region of the silenced loci but not in
flanking regions.

To test whether the inability of the antibody to recover
H3 across the promoter region in cross-linked treated
chromatin was specific to silenced cells, we performed
MNase-seq followed by an H3 immunoprecipitation of
cross-linked chromatin in cells expressing only the cata-
lytically inactive version of Sir2 (sir2N345A). As with the
native chromatin, in this strain, all nucleosomes were
recovered in the immunoprecipitate, indicating that si-
lencing was necessary for the inaccessible chromatin
structure, resulting in position-dependent epitope masking
of H3 (Fig. 6D).

The chromatin superstructure appeared specific
to silenced but not repressed genes

We tested whether the chromatin structure implied by
the difference in the H3 distribution in cross-linked
versus native H3 mapping was a general property of the
chromatin at repressed genes or was potentially particu-
lar to silenced chromatin. To answer this question, we
compared nucleosome positions in native and cross-
linked chromatin digested with MNase at the repressed
GAL1–GAL10 gene pair (Fig. 7A) and at the a-specific
gene STE3 (Fig. 7B), which are repressed in these strains.
Unlike at HML and HMR, the nucleosomes mapped on
native chromatin occupied positions essentially identi-
cal to those mapped on cross-linked chromatin (Fig. 7;
Supplemental Fig. S4). Thus, in contrast to the transcrip-
tionally repressed locations tested, the silenced chromatin
exhibited a unique architecture captured by formalde-
hyde cross-linking and recognized by its underrecovery
in the immunoprecipitation of specific and highly re-
producible positions within the silenced domain.

Discussion

At higher resolution than previously possible, we char-
acterized the structure of the silenced chromatin of
Saccharomyces formed by the association of Sir2, Sir3,
and Sir4 at the two canonical silenced regions of the
yeast genome: the silent mating type loci, which harbor
the unexpressed copies of mating type regulatory genes,
and representatives of the two classes of telomeres.
This characterization revealed a much more complex

Figure 6. H3 was differentially recovered in
immunoprecipitates from native versus cross-
linked chromatin. (A) H3 ChIP-seq of native
chromatin treated with MNase. (B) H3 ChIP-
seq from chromatin cross-linked for 15 min at
room temperature and treated with MNase.
(C) H3 ChIP-seq of sonicated chromatin cross-
linked for 15 min at room temperature. The
pink-shaded region in each graph highlights
an area in which nucleosomes are detected
in the H3 immunoprecipitate in the native
preparation (A) but not in either of the cross-
linked chromatin preparations (B,C). (D) H3
ChIP-seq in cells expressing only the catalyt-
ically inactive version of Sir2 (sir2N345A;
JRY9498). Chromatin was cross-linked for
15 min and treated with MNase. The black
track shows the reads for the H3 immuno-
precipitate (IP), and input is shown in gray.
Nucleosomes appeared less well positioned
in the X region because reads could not be
uniquely mapped between HML and HMR.
Tick marks denote 1-kb intervals, and salient
features are shown below the X-axis, as above.
All reads have been trimmed and mapped
with nucleR to facilitate nucleosome map-
ping (Flores and Orozco 2011).
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topology of Sir protein distribution at HML and HMR
than anticipated, provided a high-resolution test of the
nucleation and spreading model for the formation of
silenced chromatin, and uncovered several unanticipated
dimensions that informed the mechanism of Sir protein
silencing.

Cross-linking captured a higher-order chromatin
superstructure

The surprising patterns of Sir protein enrichment de-
scribed here and for Sir2 in Li et al. (2013), along with
evidence that sonication is influenced by specific chro-
matin structures, motivated a thorough investigation of
the structure of the underlying chromatin of silenced
regions (Teytelman et al. 2009). Through interrogation of
the chromatin by two different fragmentation methods
(MNase and sonication) and two different chromatin
preparations (not cross-linked [native] or cross-linked by
formaldehyde), we found that in the cross-linked samples,
the nucleosome distribution was similar to the pattern of
Sir protein enrichment, with some positions appearing
devoid of nucleosomes as assayed by recognition by the
H3 antibody even though these same positions were fully
occupied by nucleosomes in the native chromatin.

We considered multiple explanations for how the
distribution of nucleosomes and presumably the distri-
bution of Sir proteins could be so dramatically influenced
by cross-linking. Underrecovery of certain regions of the
genome in the chromatin preparation from cross-linked
samples could not explain the paucity of Sir proteins or
nucleosomes at particular positions because there was
abundant signal at those positions in the input samples
(Fig. 6, gray lines). Similarly, the cross-linking procedure
per se did not harm the H3 epitope recognized by the
antibody, as shown by the robust mapping of nucleo-
somes in cross-linked chromatin over the rest of the
genome. Thus, at HML and HMR, cross-linking appeared
to capture a chromatin superstructure resulting in posi-
tion-dependent masking of the H3 and anti-myc epitopes,
leading to the appearance of an uneven distributions of

nucleosomes, which the native samples and nonsilenced
chromatin showed were evenly distributed.

The H3 antibody used in these and most nucleosome
mapping studies recognizes the last 20 residues of the C
terminus of H3 (ab1791). Thus, the cross-linking may
capture a local chromatin architecture in which the
nucleosomes at the promoter region of HMR and HML,
for example, are positioned such that cross-linking oc-
cludes the antibody recognition site for H3. Because the
regions of underrecovery of the H3 immunoprecipitate
correlated with the regions of low Sir protein occupancy
shown above, the chromatin architecture captured by
the cross-linking likely contributed to the heterogeneous
distribution of Sir proteins observed at the same posi-
tions, indicating that a chromatin superstructure resulted
in masking of both the H3 and anti-myc epitopes at the
promoter region of silenced chromatin. It was not possi-
ble to test this inference directly because the association
of Sir proteins with nucleosomes was insufficiently tight
to allow ChIP-seq analysis in the absence of cross-linking
(DM Thurtle and J Rine, unpubl.). However, we hypoth-
esize that Sir proteins are associated throughout the locus
but, like the H3 distribution, are underrecovered in the
immunoprecipitate when cross-linked.

Previous studies have also implicated a higher-order
structure for silenced chromatin, although none have
addressed the structure with this resolution (Sperling
and Grunstein 2009; Yu et al. 2011). Chromatin confor-
mation capture (3C) studies, which exploit formaldehyde
cross-linking to capture long-range interactions between
sequences, suggest that the E and I silencers of HMR
physically interact to form a looped structure in a Sir-
dependent manner (Dekker et al. 2002; Valenzuela et al.
2008). Our data implied that the loop’s structure was
sufficiently complex to facilitate cross-links that cause
differential recovery of relatively precise regions in im-
munoprecipitations, perhaps burying the promoter region
and associated Sir proteins in the silenced superstructure.
One possible model consistent with the data presented
and also compatible with current views of the possible
higher-order chromatin structures would be an additional,

Figure 7. H3 was recovered in cross-linked samples at loci of site-specific transcriptional repression. Comparison of ChIP-seq of
MNase-treated H3 immunoprecipitate (IP) from native chromatin (green) and chromatin cross-linked for 15 min (purple) at the GAL1–

10 gene pair (A) and STE3 (B). Tick marks denote 1-kb intervals, and ORFs are shown below the X-axis. Reads were trimmed with
nucleR to facilitate nucleosome mapping (Flores and Orozco 2011).
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internal looping or coiling beyond the loop detected by 3C
between the two silencers (Fig. 8). This structure would
allow nucleosomes and associated Sir proteins immedi-
ately adjacent to the silencers to be accessible to anti-
body recognition by being on the outer part of the loop,
and the promoter region buried within the silenced struc-
ture would have less accessibility to antibodies upon cross-
linking, resulting in epitope masking of the proteins
buried within the structure.

The contribution of the chromatin superstructure
to silencing

This architecture of silenced chromatin was distinct from
two canonical examples of site-specific repression (GAL1–
10 repression in cells grown on glucose medium and
repression of STE3 in MATa cells), and hence the special
architecture appeared specific to Sir-based gene silencing
(Fig. 7). Additionally, in nonsilenced cells, nucleosomes
were accessible across HML and HMR, indicating that
the differential accessibility, as probed by recovery with
the H3 antibody, was dependent on silencing (Fig. 6D). The
paradox in the data from Figures 1 and 2 was why the very
promoters that must be silenced by Sir proteins exhibited
the lowest enrichment of Sir proteins. Since it now appears
that the structure that exists at those promoters has the
capacity, upon cross-linking, to mask recognition by

the anti-H3 and anti-myc antibodies, that same struc-
ture might occlude RNA polymerase from the resident
promoters, thus suggesting a structural component to
the steric occlusion mechanism of regional, promoter-
independent repression.

Other striking features of the enrichment data of Sir
proteins at HMR were the clear boundaries, one on the
left side of HMR-E and immediately to the right of the
tRNA-Thr gene. That tRNA gene creates a boundary,
limiting Sir-based silencing on one side from affecting the
expression of a reporter gene on the other (Donze and
Kamakaka 2001; Oki and Kamakaka 2005). The tRNA gene
and associated cohesin might function as a boundary by
providing a structural scaffold for constraining the si-
lenced domain at HMR through interaction with HMR-E.
This may be akin to cohesin’s chromatin organizational
role in other organisms, such as the dosage compensation
complex in Caenorhabditis elegans and CTCF/cohesin
interactions in mammals (Meyer 2010; Phillips-Cremins
et al. 2013). If so, perhaps the selective pressure for a
functional I silencer at HMR would be reduced. HML,
however, showed a less discrete domain of enrichment
than HMR, possibly reflecting its relative proximity to the
Chromosome III left telomere.

Nucleation and Sir protein association at silenced
chromatin

The working model for the assembly of silenced chroma-
tin, drawn from low-resolution ChIP-qPCR studies, has
been the nucleation of a Sir protein complex at the
silencers through association of individual Sir proteins
with ORC, Abf1, and Rap1. In the model, nucleation is
followed by spreading of Sir complexes across the region
by iterative cycles of deacetylation of histones by Sir2,
leading to recruitment of additional Sir protein com-
plexes, ultimately occupying a region of chromatin and
repressing transcription within it (Rusche et al. 2002).
Our data have substantially refined this view. Sir3 and
Sir4 enrichment in cells lacking Sir2 catalytic activity
was substantially reduced or missing from internal re-
gions of HML and HMR. However, we still observed
some clear, although reduced, Sir3 and Sir4 occupancy
at nucleosomes adjacent to the silencers. According to
the spreading model and with support from the structure
of Sir3 bound to a nucleosome, deacetylation of H4K16 is
required to produce the highest-affinity interactions be-
tween Sir3 and nucleosomes (Armache et al. 2011; Wang
et al. 2013). However, since Sir2 must bind to H4K16-
acetyl before the deacetylation reaction, it stands to reason
that the Sir2–3–4 complex would still bind H4K16-acetyl,
although with less affinity and perhaps less stability
than the deacetylated histone tail. Indeed, in vitro
studies have demonstrated a slightly higher affinity of
the Sir2–4 complex with acetylated H4K16 than with
the deacetylated H4K16, supporting our in vivo studies
of Sir protein association independent of Sir2 catalytic
activity (Oppikofer et al. 2011).

This distribution of Sir3 and Sir4 independent of Sir2
catalytic activity also revealed additional nucleation sites

Figure 8. A model for a silenced superstructure at HMR. The
E and the I silencers interact to form a loop, creating distinct
boundaries for Sir protein association. Nucleosomes are tightly
packed throughout the loci, with a secondary loop burying the
promoter in the chromatin superstructure, excluding access by
RNA polymerase in vivo and antibodies in cross-linked chro-
matin in vitro. Sir proteins associate with the nucleosomes
throughout the locus and are also buried within the conforma-
tion at the promoter region. The tRNA gene associates with the
silenced superstructure and interacts with the Sir complex
mediated by Sir2 cohesin binding.
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at both HMR and HML. At HML, there was apparent
nucleation at a region overlapping the HO recognition
sequence. This internal peak may correspond to a ge-
netic entity, called the protosilencer, internal to HML.
This peak supports the hypothesis that the Rap1-binding
site in the promoter region of HML might actually be
occupied by Rap1 in silenced chromatin, perhaps pro-
viding stabilizing interactions with Sir3 and Sir4 just
as it does at the silencer (Cheng and Gartenberg 2000).
Additionally, Sir3 and Sir4 associated with the tRNA
gene adjacent to HMR, largely independently of Sir2’s
catalytic activity. That tRNA gene recruits Scc1 cohe-
sin, which in turn interacts with a noncatalytic domain
of Sir2, presumably mediating the peak of Sir3 and Sir4
enrichment precisely over the tRNA gene (Wu et al.
2011). As a note of caution, we recently identified tRNA
genes and other highly expressed loci to be susceptible
to nonspecific enrichment in ChIP protocols (Teytelman
et al. 2013). However, the magnitude of that nonspecific
enrichment could not account for the majority of the Sir
protein enrichment at this tRNA gene.

Several observations have been difficult to reconcile
with the notion that spreading occurs in iterative cycles
of histone deacetylation and Sir complex recruitment
across a linear silenced region. For example, studies on
the kinetics of silencing have yet to detect time-revolved
distinctions of where in a silenced domain Sir proteins
first bind (Lynch and Rusche 2008; Radman-Livaja et al.
2011). The initial nucleation of Sir proteins to the si-
lencers, as evidenced by the Sir3 and Sir4 enrichment in
the absence of Sir2 catalytic activity, and the resulting
looped structure may facilitate efficient, nonlinear assem-
bly of silent chromatin by allowing Sir2 to access all of the
nucleosomes from one or more positions at the locus.
Therefore, there may be no obligate order of Sir proteins
associating with nuclesomes across the silenced domain.

The domains of hypoacetylated H4K16

At HML, HMR, and the telomeres, the regions of H4K16
hypoacetylation were larger than the regions of Sir pro-
tein enrichment. There were at least three possible expla-
nations for how the hypoacetylated domain could be
larger than the domain occupied by Sir proteins: (1) Sir
proteins bound to one nucleosome could potentially
deacetylate H4K16-acetyl on nearby nucleosomes. (2)
There could be differences in the stability of Sir protein
association with some hypoacetylated H4K16 nucleo-
somes relative to others. (3) The extended H4K16 hypo-
acetylation could be the result of a different histone
deactylase, such as Rpd3 (Ehrentraut et al. 2010). At
telomeres, these larger regions of H4K16 hypoacetyla-
tion were consistent with the apparent ability of Sir3,
especially upon overexpression, to spread inward from
telomeres (Hecht et al. 1996; Radman-Livaja et al. 2011),
exerting a telomere position effect, due to Sir3’s affinity
for nucleosomes hypoacetylated at H4K16 (Armache
et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2013). Formally, because we were
unable to efficiently immunoprecipitate H3 from the
internal silencer regions, we cannot completely discount

the possibility that the chromatin is acetylated at some
positions within HML and HMR yet was unable to be
immunoprecipitated by the H4K16-acetyl antibody. This
explanation seems less likely though, as many studies
have shown that acetylated H4K16 is not conducive to
a tightly packed heterochromatin structure (Johnson
et al. 2009; Martino et al. 2009). Additionally, genetic
evidence shows that an H4K16-acetyl mimic is detri-
mental to silencing (Park and Szostak 1990).

Chromatin architecture facilitating regional repression

Increasingly, a three-dimensional architecture of chro-
matin has become a critical missing dimension in our
understanding of chromatin regulation. Looping of si-
lencer elements has been shown to be important for
heterochromatin regulation in other organisms, such as
Polycomb-bound regions and promoters in Drosophila and
mammals (Bantignies et al. 2011). The high-resolution
picture of silenced chromatin described here will be an
important benchmark in relating the structure of do-
mains of gene silencing to mechanisms of repression.

Materials and methods

Yeast strains used

All yeast strains were derived from the W303 background, and
genotypes are indicated in Supplemental Table S1. Deletions and
epitope tags were constructed through one-step integration of
knockout cassettes (Longtine et al. 1998). C-terminal tagging of
Sir gene ORFs was also conducted using one-step gene replace-
ment with the 13xMyc tag. H4K16-acetyl and H3 ChIP-seq
experiments were performed on JRY9316.

Chromatin isolation by sonication

Seventy OD units (A600) of logarithmically growing cells was
cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for either 15 min or 1 h at
room temperature. Chromatin was prepared as previously de-
scribed (Aparicio et al. 2005) with modifications as described in
the Supplemental Material.

MNase preparation

Three-hundred-fifty OD units (A600) of logarithmically growing
cells was cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for 15 min at room
temperature. For native chromatin preparation, the cross-linking
step was omitted. Nuclei were prepared as in Furuyama and
Biggins (2007) with modifications as described in Supplemental
Material.

Immunoprecipitations

Sir ChIP-seq samples were immunoprecipitated with 120 mL of
anti-c-Myc Agarose (Sigma, catalog no. 7470). Five microliters of
anti-H3 (Abcam, ab1791) or 15 mL of anti-H4K16-acetyl (Millipore,
catalog no. 07-595) was used for H3 and H4K16-acetyl immu-
noprecipitations, respectively, each with 120 mL of protein A
Sepharose bead slurry (GE Healthcare, 17-5280-01). Washes,
elutions, and isolation of DNA were performed as previously
described (Aparicio et al. 2005). After reversal of cross-links,
RNase A was added to MNase samples. Details about immu-
noprecipitations can be found in the Supplemental Material.
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Library preparation

The first biological replicate of Sir sonication libraries, the
second biological replicate of Sir3 and Sir4 libraries, and the first
replicate of the no-tag libraries were prepared with modifications
to the Illumina paired-end library protocol as in Zill et al. (2010).
Libraries were loaded into one lane each and sequenced using the
Illumina Genome Analyzer II as 45-bp or 36-bp paired-end reads.

All MNase libraries, Sir3 and Sir4 libraries from the sir2N345A
mutant, the Sir2 biological replicate, and H4K16-acetyl library
were constructed using the Illumina Tru-Seq library preparation
kit with the following modifications as described in the Supple-
mental Material. All sequences have been deposited in the NCBI
Short Read Archive under accession number SRP034921.

Data analysis

Reads were mapped using BWA (Li and Durbin 2009) to a mod-
ified Sac Cer 2 genome in which the MAT locus was replaced
with the Hyg-MX cassette. Duplicate reads were removed using
Picard (http://picard.sourceforge.net), and per-base read counts
were determined using SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). The number
of reads used per sample after mapping and duplicate process-
ing are documented in Supplemental Table S2.

For the MNase samples, mapped reads were then trimmed
to 40 bp, and only reads with an insert length <250 bp were used
to ensure mononucleosome resolution. The reads were further
processed, including coverage calculations, signal smoothing,
and peak detection, using nucleR (Flores and Orozco 2011). A
threshold value of 50% was used for peak detection, and peaks
were filtered for those with a score >0.4. All graphs were created
using R (http://www.R-project.org). Median coverage was calcu-
lated for 100-bp windows, sliding along each chromosome in
50-bp steps. The genome-wide median was calculated by de-
termining the median of the sliding windows for each data set
(Supplemental Table S2). The genome-wide correlations were
determined by pairwise comparison of the same 100-bp sliding
windows between the appropriate data sets and then determining
the Pearson correlation in R (http://www.R-project.org).
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